
  

 

Modernising Windows Workloads with AWS  

Are your Windows applications running SQL Server?  Licencing and 

platform costs seem high?  Are you worried about security and reliability?    

Have you considered AWS and Amazon Aurora? 

The AWS Windows Modernisation Program provides a clear pathway to 

modernise your Windows workloads, so that you can divert valuable resources 

onto innovating for your business.   

We are here to help! That’s why through Ubertas Consulting, a detailed assessment of your workload is free. 

 

Do you know about Amazon Aurora? 
 

 

Reduce Cost 

Organisations are increasingly 
moving to cloud based, on-demand 
database services such as Amazon 
Aurora which provides the security, 
availability, and reliability of 
commercial databases at 1/10th the 
cost.  

 

Increase Resilience 

Amazon Aurora is a fully managed 
and supported service offering 
>99.99% availability for your 
database.  Runing on AWS, it 
complies to stringent security and 
encryption standards to guarantee 
the security of your data. 

 

Reduce Overheads 

Organisations using Amazon Aurora 
are able to move away from traditional 
database management tasks.  This 
enables them to focus on innovation 
rather than hardware provisioning, 
software patching, setup, configuration, 
and managing backups. 

 

What’s on offer to you? 

Organisations can better understand their options through the Modernisation Viability Assessment (MVA), a 

detailed analysis of your options, 100% funded by Amazon and Ubertas Consulting to ensure there is no cost 

to starting your journey. 

 

Discovery 

An assessment of the current Windows environment from both a technical and commercial 
perspective.   

Recommendations for operating your workload on AWS with database migration to Amazon 

Aurora. 

 

Architecture 

An architectural representation of your current Windows environment operating on AWS in 
accordance with the AWS Well-Architected Framework covering security, performance, 

reliability, operations and cost efficiency. 

 

Planning 

Commercial options for an architecture running on AWS alongside a recommended migration 
path to deliver your modernisation journey.  Execution of the modernisation plan will also attract 
AWS funding. 

 

To understand more about the AWS Windows Modernisation Program or schedule an assessment: 

 

Get in touch with Ubertas directly here: 

https://ubertasconsulting.com/windowsmodernisation 

 

Reach out to your aligned AWS Account Manager 

here: aws-southlondon@amazon.com 
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